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abstract

In this work, the vibrational spectra of hexagonal hydroxylapatite OHAp (space group P63) and 
type A carbonated apatite [Ca10(PO4)6(CO3), space group P1] have been calculated with an ab initio 
approach by the density function method using the hybrid B3LYP functional and an all-electron polar-
ized double-ζ quality Gaussian-type basis set using the CRYSTAL09 computer program. The effect 
on the vibrational properties due to improving the Ca pseudopotential, usually adopted in previous 
studies on hydroxylapatite, toward the present all-electron basis set has also been briefly addressed. 
The anharmonic correction for hydroxyl groups in OHAp has also been considered. The results of the 
modeling are in good agreement with the available FTIR and Raman data presented in the literature 
and can be useful to experimental researchers to assign unequivocally the bands in infrared and Raman 
spectra to specific fundamental vibrational modes.
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introdUction

Apatite minerals are an important group of minerals not only 
because they are commonly found in almost all type of rocks, 
but also because carbonate hydroxylapatite COHAp is the main 
component of the mineral phase of mammalian bones (Dorozhkin 
2009, 2010). The two natural polymorphs of hydroxylapatite are 
monoclinic [P21/b] and hexagonal [P63/m] and can be found 
mainly in minerals and bone tissues, respectively. At standard 
temperature and pressure, the monoclinic cell is more stable 
than the hexagonal one; the phase transition between the two 
polymorphs (order/disorder) takes place at 200 °C. Neverthe-
less, the hexagonal OHAp allows extensive atomic substitution 
and non-stoichiometry in Ca, P, and channel anion positions to 
entropically stabilize its structure (Suda et al. 1995). For example, 
anions such as fluoride, chloride, and carbonate can easily enter 
in the c-axis channel, leading to fluoro-, chloro-, and carbonate 
apatites, both as end-members and in mutual solid solutions 
(Elliott 1998; Hughes and Rakovan 2002).

The carbonate ion substitution in hydroxylapatite has been 
extensively studied, because the CO3

2– ion is commonly present in 
natural bone tissues in substantial amounts (about 4–6 wt%). As a 
consequence, the inclusion of carbonate ion in apatite-based bioma-
terial could increase the biocompatibility of implanted prosthetic.

Carbonate ion can substitute for both OH in the c-axis channel 
of apatite (type A) and the phosphate group (type B), as already 
been described by many authors (Astala and Stott 2005; Fleet and 
Liu 2007, 2008, 2003, 2004; Fleet et al. 2004, 2011; Kovaleva 
et al. 2009; Sturgeon and Brown 2009). In a very recent paper, 

Ulian et al. (2013) modeled the structures of both OHAp and 
type A carbonated apatite (CAp) by periodic ab initio simulation 
with a DFT/B3LYP hybrid functional and with an all-electron 
Gaussian basis set for all the atoms in the unit-cell. Figures 1a 
and 1b report the optimized crystallographic cells of OHAp and 
CAp, respectively. They found that the carbonate ion is preferably 
oriented in the Ca2+ channel in a “closed” configuration (type 
A1 CAp), with a bisector of the CO3

2– triangle perpendicular to 
the c-axis. This result was in agreement with both single crystal 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) data (Fleet and Liu 2003; Fleet et al. 
2011) and previous theoretical results (Peroos et al. 2006). 
However, the simulation with DFT/B3LYP hybrid functional 
with an all-electron Gaussian basis set for all the atoms in the 
unit cells of OHAp and CAp provided the closest agreement to 
the experimental derived structures.

Alongside single-crystal XRD, two of the most employed 
tools to experimentally investigate the internal structure of a 
solid phase are Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and Raman 
spectroscopy. These techniques resolve specific vibrational 
modes of the different molecular groups in the sample and they 
have been extensively used for the characterization of both OHAp 
(Bertinetti et al. 2007; Cuscó et al. 1998; Miller et al. 2001; Tsuda 
and Arends 1994) and carbonated hydroxylapatite (COHAp) 
(Fleet 2009; Fleet and Liu 2008, 2003, 2004; Fleet et al. 2004; 
Petra et al. 2005; Suetsugu et al. 1998). From the position of 
the IR/Raman signals it is possible to obtain information on the 
chemical environment of each molecular group in the mineral. 
The most important IR vibrational mode in carbonated apatite is 
the CO3

2– out-of-plane bending (labeled as ν2). This vibrational 
mode falls at slightly different wavenumbers depending on the 
site (A or B) occupied by the carbonate ion in the apatite cell. * E-mail: giovanni.valdre@unibo.it


